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Abstract

This paper presents the results of an anal-
ysis of user reactions towards system fail-
ures in turn-taking in human-computer dia-
logues. When a system utterance and a user
utterance start with a small time difference,
the user may stop his/her utterance. In addi-
tion, when the user utterance ends soon after
the overlap starts, the possibility of the ut-
terance being discontinued is high. Based on
this analysis, it is suggested that the degrada-
tion in speech recognition performance can
be predicted using utterance overlapping in-
formation.

1 Introduction

Many kinds of spoken dialogue systems have been
developed in the last two decades. Most previous
systems employed a fixed turn-taking strategy, that
is, they take a turn when the user puts a certain
length of pause after his/her utterances, and they re-
lease the turn immediately when the user barges in
on a system utterance. In order to improve the us-
ability of spoken dialogue systems, the turn-taking
strategy needs to be more flexible.

Thus far, there have been several approaches to
this problem. Some methods try to decide when to
take a turn based on not only the length of pause
but also the content and prosody of the user utter-
ance [e.g., (Sato et al., 2002; Ferrer et al., 2003;
Schlangen, 2006)]. Other methods try to decide how
to appropriately react to the user barge-in utterances,
not just simply stopping whenever a barge-in utter-

ance is detected [e.g., (Ström and Seneff, 2000; Rose
and Kim, 2003)].

Despite these efforts, achieving appropriate turn-
taking is still difficult. The features used by these
methods are not always perfectly obtained. In addi-
tion, even humans cannot sometimes decide whether
the system should take a turn or not (Sato et al.,
2002).

Consequently, in addition to efforts towards im-
proving turn-taking, we need to find a way to make
the system cope with turn-taking errors. As a first
step, we investigated how users behave when the
system made mistakes in turn-taking. We have
found that users tend to stop their utterances in cer-
tain situations. We expect this to be useful in avoid-
ing misunderstanding caused by speech recognition
errors of such discontinued utterances.

2 Analysis of User Reactions to
Turn-Taking Failures

2.1 Dialogue Data

We analyzed two sets of human-system dialogue
data using the following two different dialogue sys-
tems in Japanese. One was a car-rental reservation
dialogue system in which the user could make a
reservation for renting a car by specifying the date,
hour, and locations for rental and return, along with
the car type. The other was a video recording sys-
tem in which the user could set the date, time, chan-
nel, and recording mode (long play or short play) for
recording a TV program.

Both systems performed frame-based dialogue
management. They employed the Julian speech rec-
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ognizer directed by network grammars (Kawahara et
al., 2004) with its attached acoustic models. The vo-
cabulary size for speech recognition was 225 words
for the car-rental reservation system and 198 words
for the video recording system. These systems also
employed NTT-IT Corporation’s FineVoice speech
synthesizer. When collecting the data, a micro-
phone and headphones were used. For each dia-
logue, the microphone input and the system output
were recorded in a stereo file.

The contents of the data sets are as follows:

• Set C: (Car-rental reservation)

Each of the 23 subjects (12 males and 11 fe-
males) engaged in 8 dialogues (total 184 dia-
logues). In each dialogue, users tried to make
one reservation. 134 dialogues were success-
fully finished within 3.5 minutes, 38 failed, and
12 were aborted because of a system trouble.

• Set V: (Video recording reservation)

This consists of 117 dialogues (9 dialogues by
each of the 13 subjects (9 males and 4 fe-
males)). These subjects are different from the
subjects for Set C. In each dialogue, the user
tried to set the timer to record two programs.
In 41 dialogues, the user successfully set up the
recordings for two programs within 3 minutes.
In 36 dialogues, the user set up only one of the
programs. In 34 dialogues, the user could not
set up the recordings, and 6 were aborted.

Both systems had variations in dialogue and turn-
taking strategies so that a variety of dialogues were
recorded. Thresholds for confidence scores for gen-
erating confirmation requests were changed, param-
eters for speech interval detection were changed, and
whether the system stopped its utterances when the
user barged in was changed. For each subject, dif-
ferent strategies were used for different dialogues.
We will not explain these variations in detail since,
as we will explain later, we focused on the phenom-
ena of turn-taking failures rather than the causes of
them.

After collecting data, both user and system utter-
ances were transcribed as pronounced. Utterance
segmentation was done manually based on pauses
longer than 300ms, by using an annotation tool.

set \ case (o1) (o2) (o3) total
C 67 446 7 520
V 46 202 1 249

(o1) The start time of the user utterance is between the start
and end times of a system utterance.

(o2) The start times of one or more system utterances are
between the start and end time of the user utterance.

(o3) Both (o1) and (o2) occur.

Table 1: Frequencies of user utterances overlapping
with system utterances.

yokka no (on 4th)  <discontinued>

shigatsu mikka no (on April 3rd)

84.532 85.336

84.848 85.936

user

system

Figure 1: Example discontinuation with overlap.

The timestamps of each speech segment indicate the
points in time from the start of the stereo file. Below
we simply call these speech segments utterances.
The total numbers of the user utterances and system
utterances in Set C are respectively 3,364 and 5,157
and, in Set V they are 2,521 and 4,522.

2.2 Utterance Overlaps
As Raux et al. (2006) reported, there are several
kinds of system turn-taking failures. The system
sometimes barges in to a user utterance, and some-
times fails to take a turn. These failures are caused
by several reasons, such as errors in speech interval
detection, and misrecognitions of the user’s inten-
tion to release a turn.

In this paper, we focus only on failures that re-
sult in overlaps between user and system utterances.
We have not investigated the reason for the failure;
but instead of that, we analyzed the overlapping phe-
nomena that often occurred when the system made
mistakes in turn-taking, because the goal of the anal-
ysis is not to improve turn-taking, but to find a way
to recover from turn-taking failures. Table 1 shows
the frequencies of user utterances overlapping sys-
tem utterances.

2.3 Discontinuations
In this paper, we call utterances stopped in the mid-
dle for any reason discontinuations. We found that
user utterances overlapping with system utterances
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all utterances discontinuations
set IG OOG ALL IG OOG ALL

C 2,662 702 3,364 9 78 87
22.75 74.05 40.23 12.00 66.97 63.13

V 1,599 922 2,521 2 46 48
13.08 73.89 39.69 0.00 90.43 87.39

IG means in-grammar utterances, and OOG means out-of-
grammar utterances. (upper: # of utterances, lower: word error
rate (%))

Table 2: Speech recognition results for all utterances
and discontinuations.

are more likely to be discontinuations. Discontinua-
tions are expected to be difficult for speech recogni-
tion mainly because they are not grammatical and
include word fragments. So detecting and ignor-
ing them would improve speech understanding. We
therefore focus on analyzing discontinuations. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of discontinuations in a car-
rental reservation dialogue.

We annotated discontinuations by listening to
only the user-speech channel of the stereo files. In
set C, 87 utterances are discontinuations, and, in set
V, 48 are discontinuations. Of these, 61 and 38 have
overlaps with system utterances.

To investigate the speech recognition perfor-
mance on the discontinuations, we used the same
network grammar as the spoken dialogue system
used in the data collection. Note that, since user
speech segments are made from the timestamps in
the transcriptions, they are different from those rec-
ognized at the time of data collection. As shown
in Table 2, discontinuations include out-of-grammar
utterances, so the word error rates are very high.1

2.4 Relationship between Discontinuations and
Turn-Taking

One way to detect discontinuations that might be
effective is to use prosodic information (Liu et al.,
2003). Since prosody recognition is not yet per-
fect, however, it is worth exploring other methods.

1The word error rates for the out-of-grammar utterances is
very high for the following reason. We transcribed the user ut-
terances without word boundaries because it is not easy to con-
sistently determine word boundaries for Japanese. We used a
morphological analyzer to split these transcriptions into words
to obtain references for computing speech recognition accuracy.
This process tended to produce one-syllable out-of-vocabulary
words. Therefore the references include a greater number of
out-of-vocabulary words.

d (s) −∞ – -0.4 – -0.2 – 0.0 – 0.2 – 0.4 – 0.6 – 1.0 –
-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 ∞

C 2/45 0/7 4/22 15/43 11/56 3/29 4/34 22/284
V 0/17 0/9 10/21 16/57 6/48 3/27 1/12 2/58

(# of discontinuations)/(# of overlapped user utterances)

Table 3: Frequency of discontinuations depending
on the start time difference d.

c (s) 0.0 – 0.1 – 0.2 – 0.3 – 0.4 – 0.5 – 0.6 – 0.8 – 1.0 –
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 ∞

C 1/50 7/44 10/67 12/66 15/52 4/36 4/75 4/45 4/85
V 1/19 4/19 9/30 13/28 2/17 3/16 2/22 0/17 4/81

(# of discontinuations)/(# of overlapped user utterances)

Table 4: Frequency of discontinuations depending
on c (the length of user utterance after the overlap-
ping starts)

We therefore investigated in which turn-taking situ-
ations discontinuations are likely to exist.

Discontinuations are likely to occur when the start
time of the user and system utterances are close. Ta-
ble 3 shows the relationships of the frequencies of
discontinuations in the overlapping user utterances
depending on the start time difference d. Here, the
start time difference d is defined as follows:

d = st(u) − st(s),

where st(i) means the start time of utterance i, u is
a user utterance and s is the first system utterance
among the system utterances overlapping u. We
found that people tend to stop their own utterances
when d is between −0.2s to 0.4s. When d is larger
than 0.4s, the user has already spoken for a while so
he/she might try to finish the utterance.

Next, we investigated the end time of the over-
lapped user utterances, because discontinuations can
be expected to occur soon after the overlapping
starts. Table 4 shows the frequencies of discontinu-
ations depending on the length of the user utterance
after the overlapping starts. This is defined as c in
the following formula:

c =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

et(u) − st(u) (cases (o1) and (o3)
in Table 1)

et(u) − st(s) (case (o2) in Table 1),

where et(i) means the end time of utterance i. As
we expected, when c is between 0.1s and 0.6s, the
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Set C
d (s) \ c (s) 0.0 – 0.1 0.1–0.6 0.6 –∞
−∞ – -0.2 0/0 2/12 0/40
-0.2 – 0.4 1/6 24/62 5/53
0.4 –∞ 0/44 22/191 7/112

Set V
d (s) \ c (s) 0.0 – 0.1 0.1–0.6 0.6 –∞
−∞ – -0.2 0/0 0/11 0/15
-0.2 – 0.4 1/2 26/52 5/72
0.4 –∞ 0/17 5/47 1/33

(# of discontinuations)/(# of overlapped user utterances)

Table 5: Frequency of discontinuations depending
on c and d.

Situation S Other overlapping ut-
terances

set IG OOG ALL IG OOG ALL
C 20 42 62 285 173 458

16.67 107.89 78.57 12.72 66.31 35.36
V 13 39 52 97 100 197

9.52 122.73 86.15 8.44 75.06 43.14

(upper: # of utterances. lower: word error rate (%).)

Table 6: Speech recognition performance for utter-
ances in Situation S and other cases.

user utterances are more likely to be discontinua-
tions than other cases.

From the above analysis, the possibility that a dis-
continuation occurs is high when d is between −0.2s
and 0.4s and c is between 0.1s and 0.6s. We call this
situation, Situation S. Table 5 shows the frequencies
of discontinuations depending on the combinations
of d and c.

2.5 Predicting Speech Recognition
Performance Degradation

Since discontinuations occur more frequently in Sit-
uation S than other cases, speech recognition per-
formance would be degraded in Situation S. Table 6
shows these results. This suggests that the overlap-
ping information can be used for predicting speech
recognition performance degradation.

3 Concluding Remarks

This paper presented our preliminary analysis on
user reactions to system failures in turn-taking in
human-computer dialogues. We found that discon-
tinuations are likely to occur more frequently at the
overlapping utterances caused by turn-taking failure.
We specified situations where user discontinuations

frequently occur. It is suggested that the degradation
in speech recognition performance can be predicted
using utterance overlapping information. This is ex-
pected to be useful for avoiding misunderstanding.

We are planning to conduct more detailed anal-
yses on discontinuations, such as their relationship
with the subjects and the dialogue and turn-taking
strategy of the system. We also plan to investigate
changes in speech recognition performance when
statistical language models are employed.
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